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ITALIAN ISLAMIC HERITAGE: 
TWELVE CENTURIES OF CONNECTIONS

A journey through the Islamic historical-artistic-

architectural heritage existing in Italy, to tell the 

intertwined stories linking Christianity and Islam, the West 

and the East, through a series of engaging iconographies. 

Today, the valorisation of cultural heritage is a privileged 

asset for sustainable development, tourism and innovation 

of any country. The ‘design for heritage’, together with 

restoration and conservation activities and the implementation 

of good practices of participation and inclusion, can offer 

the means to network and make this yet unknown heritage 

available to the public.

The conference is implemented by the Turin Islamic Economic 

Forum (TIEF), the ongoing project shared by the City of Torino, 

the Torino Chamber of Commerce, the Torino University and 

ASSAIF. TIEF activities aim to promote effective initiatives 

on Islamic Finance for social inclusion and economic 

development of the Torino territory.

On the cover: Pisa, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo: Grifo, getto di fontana. Bronzo fuso e inciso. Inizi XI secolo. 
Al-Andalus o Egitto fatimide, possibile spoglia del sacco pisano di Palermo del 1063.
By Memorato (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.
gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons.



PROGRAMME
9.00 – 9.30  Registration

9.30 – 9.40   Marco Galateri di Genola
 Introduction

9.40 – 11.00  Maria Giovanna Stasolla – Professor of History
 of Islamic Countries, University of Rome Tor Vergata

 Valentina Colonna – PhD History of Islamic Art, 
  University of Rome Tor Vergata
 Islamic Heritage in Italy

11.00 – 11.45  Elena Dellapiana – PhD, Associate Professor,    
 Department of Architecture and Design, Politecnico of Torino
 The district model for the Italian Islamic heritage access

11.45 – 12.30  Stefano Trucco – President, Centro Conservazione e  
 Restauro “La Venaria Reale”
 An innovative proposition for the restoration of stone  
 materials

12.30 – 12.45 Alberto Brugnoni – Founding and Managing Partner    
 of the Associazione per  lo Sviluppo di Strumenti Alternativi  
 e di Innovazione Finanziaria (ASSAIF)
  Wrap-up and link with Dubai Design Week 2017

Organised by
Municipality of Torino – Mayor’s Cabinet International Affairs and European Projects
ASSAIF – Associazione per lo Sviluppo di Strumenti Alternativi e di Innovazione Finanziaria 
(Milano)

Link
www.tief.it 
www.torinodesigncity.it/sessions/beni-culturali-islamici-italiani-dodici-secoli-di-relazioni/



Maria Giovanna Stasolla, Professor of History of Islamic Countries, University of Rome Tor Vergata
Valentina Colonna,  PhD History of Islamic Art, University of Rome Tor Vergata

1.	MEDIEVAL	MEDITERRANEAN	SEA	–		ARABS	IN	ITALY	–		ARAB-NORMAN	
MONUMENTS IN SICILY IN THE 8th AND 13th CENTURIES

 • Palermo
 • The “Arab Sistine”: the muqarnas roof in the Cappella Palatina of Palermo  

• The Royal Palace of Ruggero II
 • The Zisa, the fountain and the mosaics
 • Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio (mosaic of Ruggero II’s crowning)
 • The Cuba
 • The Favara Castle
 • San Giovanni degli Eremiti 
 • Palermo’s Cathedral 
 • Duomo of Monreale
  • Duomo of Cefalù 

2.	MEDIEVAL	ROUTES	BETWEEN	CURIOSITY	AND	DIFFIDENCE
 • Trade, culture and pilgrimages
 • The Maritime Republics

 Reminiscences of Islamic art in medieval Italy: architecture and objects  
 • Duomo of Amalfi
 • Ambos in the Churches of Ravello, Salerno, Naples (Sant’Aspreno)
 • Ceramic basins  
 • Objects in the treasuries of the Churches: first collections and hoardings of Islamic material
 • Montecassino
 • Cathedrals of Anagni, Fondi and Veroli 
 • Treasure in Palermo’s Cathedral
 • Sancta Sanctorum, Rome
 • The Treasury of San Marco, Venice
 • The Treasury of San Lorenzo, Florence

3.	NEW	SCENARIOS	AND	NEW	AWARENESS	–	THE	RISING	OF	EUROPE	AND	 
THE THREE EMPIRES:  THE OTTOMANS, SAFAVIDS,  MUGHALS  IN THE  
14th –	17th CENTURIES

 • Travels and ambassadorships
 • New cultural transferts. Topics, iconographies and social habits 
 • Fabrics and oriental carpets in Italian painting 
 • Carvings
 From Baroque collecting to orientalist trends 
 • Encyclopedic collecting and erudite knowledge. Early Islamic Art collections in Italian 

   courts. Comparing regional experiences
 • The Medici collecting in Florence
 • The D’Este collecting in Modena 

CONTENTS



 • Rome, the Stamperia Orientale Medicea and the reproduction of manuscripts in Arabic,  
   Turkish and Persian. The Oriental funds in libraries

  • Rome, the Kirckerian Museum founding (1651): curiosities and mirabilia
 • Rome, Cardinal Stefano Borgia and Propaganda Fide
 • Florence, manuscripts of the Medicean-Laurentian library
 • Milan, manuscripts of the Ambrosian library

4.	ORIENTALISM	BETWEEN	THE	19th AND 20th CENTURY
 • Colonial expansion and a new sense of ownership 
 • Universal Exhibitions; painters’ and travellers’ Orientalism; carvings, travel diaries and  

   photo albums (Archivio Alinari)
 • Orientalist Architecture. Regional experience  
 • Livorno, Villa Mimbelli
  • Viareggio, seaside vilas (Villa Nistri, Villa Argentina)
 • Lucca, villino Mezzaluna (lido di Camaiore)
 • Rocchetta Mattei, Savignano (Bologna)
 • Sammezzano Castle, Panciatichi Ximenes D'Aragona family, (Leccio), Reggello-Firenze 
 • Narni, Villa Martinori
 • Capri, Villa dei Quattro venti, Villa Discoboli, Villa il Capricorno, Villa Torricelli 
 • Lecce, Villa Sticchi in Santa Cesarea Terme
 • Palermo, Villa Bonanno
 • Mondello (Palermo), Villino Lina and Villino Ciuppa
 • Roma, Villa Torlonia: eastern greenhouse
 • Villa Crespi, Ortello - San Giulio d’Orta
 • Villa Gheza, Breno-Brescia
 • Villa Biazzi, Picenengo (Cremona) 
 Islamic Art in Italian Museums 
 State of play: structured situations and realities to be designed. The masterpieces to be 

rediscovered
 • Correr Museum, Venice
 • Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan
 • Mao, Museo d'Arte Orientale, Turin
 • Museo Civico, Bologna
 • Museo Civico, Modena
 • Ceramics Museum, Faenza
 • National Museum of the Bargello, Florence 
 • Stibbert Museum, Florence
 • Rome, Museo Nazionale d’Arte Orientale, Giuseppe Tucci
 • Naples, Capodimonte Museum 
 • Palermo, Galleria Nazionale
 • Rome, Astronomical and Copernican Museum 
 • Rome, Musical Instruments Museum
 Forgotten collections 
 Islamic cultural sites in Italy to be valued and made available through design for heritage: 

the case of Rome. The stores of Palazzo Venezia and the National Gallery of Ancient Art at 
Palazzo Barberini.



Elena Dellapiana, PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Architecture and Design, Politecnico of Torino    

The various manifestations of the orientalist passion between the 19th and 20th centuries 
(architecture, applied arts and publications) not only bring visibility to aesthetics, 
but also promote design, production, and technical innovations in many of the areas 
concerned, to the point of outlying real production districts. The production/cultural 
district model is one of the most interesting ideas for the discovery not only of the 
museums but also of the whole territory by resident communities and visitors. It is 
a model tested in different areas and specific fields that has brought good results in 
terms of people's empowerment and tourist relaunch. The design for services shall 
play a role to coordinate the various tools: setting-ups, networking with ICT techniques, 
forecasts of economic implications, communication, etc. Based on experiences and 
considerations on the existent Italian Islamic cultural heritage, the presentation 
aims to formulate questions and to advance methodological hypotheses for its 
enhancement through the tools of the project.

Stefano Trucco, President, Centro Conservazione e Restauro “La Venaria Reale”

The Restoration Center presents its international excellence in diagnostics and conservation 
to support emergency interventions and train local staff for restoration and security 
activities. The proposal starts from the consideration that the Gulf and Mediterranean 
countries are characterized by the existence of a widespread heritage in conflict areas and 
by archaeological sites that need protection, security and restoration. They are mainly stone 
materials, ceramics, textiles and metals. The Restoration Center –  a laboratory of expertise for the 
restoration of cultural heritage - can intervene on various types of artifacts with its 7 restoration 
workshops (wooden furnishings, wall paintings, ceramics metals and glass, contemporary art, 
textile artifacts, paintings on canvas and table, paper and photography) using, alongside the 
restoration process, diagnostic analysis and historical artistic documentation. The Restoration 
Center has also carried out restoration work on Islamic goods, in particular textile articles from 
Turkey and South Caucasus and fragments of Islamic fabric of the Turin Egyptian Museum. The 
Restoration Center, along with the City of Torino and Assaif, has developed a project for the 
construction of a mobile laboratory for the restoration of stone and archaeological materials, 
capable of intervening in remote areas compromised by conflicts or natural disasters. The project, 
outlined from the technical and financial point of view, was presented at the Turin Islamic Economic 
Forum 2017, and is now being tested for international feasibility and promotion.
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BIOGRAPHIES
Marco Galateri di Genola
Businessman, he has owned and managed engineering companies designing, supplying and installing 
chemical, petrochemical and food plants all over the world. Through his work he has been very active 
in the Middle East, a region he deeply knows. He boasts a long-time business relationship with an 
important construction company in Jebel Ali – Dubai, mainly working in Oman and in the Gulf Countries 
in the oil and gas and powerstation areas.  
Former President of the Academy of Arts of Brera, Milan, one of the oldest academies of art in Europe 
with over 4000 students, he is also a collector of Islamic metal works

Maria Giovanna Stasolla Professor of History of Islamic Countries, University of Rome Tor Vergata
Member of the Board of Professors of the PhD programme “Cultural Heritage and Territory” at the 
University of Rome Tor Vergata (since 2010). Coordinator of the PhD programme “Cultural Heritage 
and Territory” (2016-2017). Advisor in Islamic Studies for the Archaeological Encyclopaedia (Istituto 
dell’Enciclopedia Italiana) from 1995 to 2000.
Consultant to the Center for Economic Development (CEIS) of the University of Rome Tor Vergata in the 
project funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the drawing up of the Master Plan for the Restoration 
and Reuse of the Damascus Citadel (2008-2009). Member of the Scientific and Organizing Committee of 
the exhibition “Il fascino dell’Oriente nelle collezioni e nei musei d’Italia”, Frascati, Scuderie Aldobrandini 
(2010). She has been speaker in international conferences at the Yale University, Agha Khan University in 
London, University of Basel, University of Rome La Sapienza, University of Naples L'Orientale, Fondazione 
Ambrosiana Paolo VI and Freie Universität in Berlin since 2010. Member of the Istituto per l’Oriente (IPO) 
in Rome, of the Union Européenne des Arabisants et des Islamisants (UEAI), of the Society for the Medieval 
Mediterranean (UK)  and of Middle East Medievalists. 
MAIN FIELDS OF RESEARCH:  Mediterranean relations from the Middle Ages to Modern Age, the Arabs in 
Italy, Collecting of Islamic art, Orientalism. History of Medieval Islam: the Abbasid society and culture (8th 
-10th century). Literature and history in the 9th - 10th century.

Valentina Colonna PhD History of Islamic Art, University of Rome Tor Vergata
PhD in Culture and Territory in 2015 at the University of Rome Tor Vergata, with a research project 
on 19th century Collecting of Islamic Art in Rome, she holds a BA in Modern Literature (2006) and an 
MA in History of Art at the Università Cattolica in Milan (2006). She specialised in the promotion of 
Islamic museum collections, in particular working on the National Museum of Damascus (2006) and 
the Turkish-Ottoman museums in Istanbul (2007-2010). She attended the Workshop of International 
Museology at the École du Louvre (2007) on the conservation and promotion of non-European cultures 
and in 2016 she got a Master’s degree in Museum Techniques at the ART G.A.P. art gallery in Rome. She 
is currently lecturing the course on History of Islamic Countries at the University of Rome Tor Vergata 
and she is in charge of the workshop on Islamic Art and Culture.

Elena Dellapiana PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Architecture and Design, Politecnico of Torino
Scholar of history of architecture, city and design of the nineteenth century, she has published several 
studies on Italian and European architects, on the transfer of architectural knowledge in Fine Arts 
Academies, on applied arts museums, on the debate on historical models and historicisms. She received 



the "De Angelis d'Ossat" award for young researchers in 2001 (for Giuseppe Talucchi architetto. La 
cultura del classicismo civile negli Stati Sardi restaurati, Celid 1998). She is one of the authors of the 
History of Italian Architecture. The Nineteenth Century (edited by A. Restucci, Milan: Electa, 2005). She 
has authored the "Ceramic Design in Italy" (1850-2000) (Milan Electa, 2010), "The Design of Italian 
Architects 1920-2000", (with Fiorella Bulegato, Milan, Electa, 2014, Selection Award for Scientific 
Disclosure CNR 2014;  ADI design Index 2015) and the recent "A History of Contemporary Architecture" 
(with G. Montanari, UTET 2015). She is a member of several Italian and international research groups. 
She has held courses in History of Contemporary Art, History of Contemporary Architecture, Theory 
and History of Design. Deputy Coordinator of the Doctorate in Cultural Heritage at the Politecnico of 
Torino; she held lectures at the École des Hautes études en sciences sociales, Paris and at the Maison 
de Science de l'Homme on the themes of the architectural implications of health policies in the 18th and 
19th centuries.

Stefano Trucco President, Centro Conservazione e Restauro “La Venaria Reale” 
During the secondary education and university years, he devotes himself to photography taking part in 
a campaign of relief of archaeological monuments of Eastern Sicily and in two excavation campaigns at 
Locri Epizefiri and Bagdad on behalf of the University of Turin. In 1978 he graduated at the Politecnico di 
Torino in Architecture with 110/110 with the thesis: "Museum problematic and reuse of old buildings". 
Since then he has been involved mainly in the restoration and design of public works on cultural 
heritage with a special focus on museums. Examples include the Egyptian Museum, the New Sabauda 
Gallery and the Royal Palace complex. In 1998 he went on to lead and coordinate the "Back Office 
of the Progetto La Venaria Reale", having previously held the same role for the organization of the 
D.O.C.U.P. for its European funding. In the same year he worked on the project of the room hosting 
the self-portrait of Leonardo da Vinci at the Royal Library of Turin. In 2006 he was entrusted by the 
Piedmont Regional Environmental Heritage Directorate with the design and implementation of the 
museological project of the Royal Hub of Torino. The project and the direction of the new exhibition 
space at Palazzo Chiablese follow in 2012. Over the last few years he has been organizing numerous 
photographic exhibitions of contemporary and ancient art, especially in Torino. In January 2015, he was 
appointed President of the Conservation and Restoration Center of La Venaria Reale by the Ministry.

Alberto Brugnoni Founding and Managing Partner of the Associazione per lo Sviluppo di Strumenti 
Alternativi e di Innovazione Finanziaria (ASSAIF)
ASSAIF is the oldest Islamic finance consultancy in Europe that provides worldwide strategic institutional 
advisory and product development to governments, central banks, multilateral development banks, 
public and semi-public institutions, regional and local authorities. Former director of the Italian desk 
with Merrill Lynch Bank, he is a consultant for the World Bank on micro-takaful, chaired the Advisory 
Council of the World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists, and chairs the International Takaful Summit in 
London since its 2007 inception. He regularly speaks at the major Islamic finance forums worldwide and 
gives presentations in Arabic, English, French and Italian. He manages NuoviStilidiVita a consultancy 
on sustainability, financial and social inclusion, complementary currencies, and added territorial value. 
He is the Founder and President of Dulcarnon, a publishing house that aims to make accessible to the 
Western public important texts on Islamic tradition.


